OPTOMETRY FEE SCHEDULE
2022
BRUCE HORNSTEIN, O.D.
New: Patient not seen within three years
Established: Patient seen within three years
New / Established
Comprehensive Eye Examination
$115 / $105
including dilation if indicated
Examination with evaluation for
$170 / $160
Standard Soft Contact Lens
(Includes Comprehensive Eye Examination
and $55 contact lens exam fee)
Examination with evaluation for
$190 / $180
Soft Astigmatism, Rigid Gas Permeable,
Overnight (Extended Wear), or
Colored Soft Contact Lenses
(Includes Comprehensive Eye Examination
and $75 contact lens exam fee)
Examination with evaluation for
$190 / $180
Monovision or Multifocal contact lenses
(Includes Comprehensive Eye Examination
and $75 contact lens exam fee)
Office visit for diagnostic
or treatment services

$45.00 - $160.00

COMMONLY ASKED
QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
Question: What does the Comprehensive
Eye Examination include?

Question: Is payment required at the time of
the examination?

Answer: Refraction and additional tests for
glasses, eye health evaluation including
glaucoma screening, eye muscle function
testing, recommendations and prescriptions.

Answer: The professional fee is to be paid in full
at the time of the examination.
For your
convenience we accept:
Personal checks
Cash
Credit and Debit cards
Care Credit

Question: Do I need to have my eyes dilated,
and can I drive afterward?
Answer: Dilation drops are used to obtain a
better view of the interior of your eyes. The
blurring effect lasts about 6 hours. Most people
can drive in familiar areas, but not after dark. To
be safe, bring a driver with you. We recommend
dilation at your first exam and periodically
thereafter. In some cases, if you choose to have
the Optomap retina scan (additional fee of
$39.00), a dilation exam might not be necessary.
Question:
What does a Contact Lens
Examination include?
Answer: A Contact Lens Examination includes
the Comprehensive Eye Examination plus other
tests and measurements to help determine
which contact lenses would be best suited to
your particular needs. It also includes two
follow-up visits within three months of the date of
the examination.

Threshold Visual Field with analysis

$80.00

Optomap retina scan (screening)

$39.00

Question: Can you give me a prescription
for eye medications?

Diagnostic Optical Coherence Tomography60.00

Answer: Yes. Dr. Hornstein is certified to treat
eye conditions that require oral medicines or
eye-drops such as antibiotics. He prescribes
treatments for allergies, infections, inflammation
and glaucoma. In some cases you will be
referred to an appropriate specialist for
treatment.

Diagnostic photographic retinal imaging
Fees for additional specialized
testing and treatment vary.

$60.00

Question:
accept?

What vision insurance do you

Answer:
We accept most plans including
EyeMed, VSP, Aetna, Medical Eye Services,
and Medi-Cal. We accept Medicare for nonroutine eye exams and treatment. We will try to
reach your insurance carrier to determine if you
are eligible for coverage in advance of your
appointment.
Question:
What are your appointment
hours? (*Hours might vary during the Covid19 pandemic)
Answer*: Monday:
9:00am to 6:00pm
Wednesday: 10:00am to 7:00pm
Thursday:
9:00am to 6:00pm
Saturday:
9:00am to 1:00pm
Question: How can I make an appointment
for an eye examination?
Answer: Please call (818) 956-7899.
In
addition, drop-in appointments are welcome as
time permits.
Thank you for choosing our office.
Bruce A. Hornstein, O.D.
Brand Optometry

